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Congress, Bureaucracy, and Regulatory Policy-making
Bernard Steunenberg
University of Twente

1. Introduction

My purpose in this article is to analyze the influence of Congress and the
executive branch on outcomes of regulatory decision-making. The formation
of policies on regulation may run along two different lines (see Ferejohn and
Shipan). The first type is called statutory policy-making. In this case, Congress
formulates detailed policy guidelines according to which an agency has to
implement some policy. This implies that a policy can be regarded as a welldefined point along some dimension, which prevails unless the legislature
decides to introduce an altenative. In case of policy change, the legislature
must prefer a new bill to the status quo in order for the bill to be implemented.
Furthermore, the preference of the president may play a role, depending on the
extent to which his veto can be overridden.1

A second type of policy formation is called agency policy-making, which
can be characterized as allowing the executive branch to initiate and implement some policy that does not have to be approved in a legislative process.
The legislative branch, however, may decide to respond to this proposal in
In writing this article, I have benefited from my stay at the Department of Economics of the
University of Maryland, College Park, and the Center for Study of Public Choice, George Mason
University, Fairfax, Virginia. I gratefully acknowledge helpful comments from Dennis Mueller,

Barbara Sands, and two anonymous referees of this journal. Financial support was provided by
the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) and the Moret Foundation (Stichting
Moret Fonds).
1. See also, for instance, Romer and Rosenthal, and Weingast and Moran for models that use
a well-defined statutory policy.

? 1992 by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. ISSN 8756-6222
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order to change the policy to a more preferred point. This function is mostly
exercised by a committee, which determines whether or not legislative action
should be undertaken. The committee allows the agency to proceed if the

implemented policy is at least as preferable as a policy resulting from a
legislative process. So, the policy proposal of the agency will become public
policy unless the legislature forces the agency to change its position by introducing new legislation.
Under agency policy-making, a course of action initiated by the agency has
to be considered as the point from which the legislature may propose a policy
change. Consequently, the status quo no longer is exogenous to the decisionmaking process but can be determined by the agency making the first move. If
the committee decides to introduce a new bill, the extent to which it will be
supported depends not only on its content but also on the position the agency
has taken.

Both models of policy formation boil down to the question of whether the
legislature should lay down detailed rules and norms according to which an
agency has to implement a policy. If statutory policy-making yields important
policy benefits to the legislature, there is little reason to expect that agencies
are allowed to act in a way that agency policy-making presumes. Conversely,
if agency policy-making leads to a more favorable policy for the legislature,
they surely do not want to be restricted by a statutory policy. In this article the
outcomes of both models are compared with respect to different preferences of

the main participants.
In the article, I build on the work of Ferejohn and Shipan, who presented a
comprehensive model of congressional decision-making. Following Weingast
and Moran, and Kiewiet and McCubbins,2 they provided new insights into the
way the executive branch and Congress affect regulation. However, Ferejohn
and Shipan's model of administrative behavior has several limitations.3
First, it is assumed that the president and the relevant agency hold identical
preferences. This might be true for some agencies controlled by the president,
but more frequently there will be differences in view. Especially independent
agencies, such as the Federal Reserve Board or the Federal Trade Commission, may have policy preferences that diverge from the president's position.
Furthermore, as Spitzer has noted, using identical preferences for these players makes it difficult to distinguish the influence of the president from the
influence of the agency. In this article different preferences for both political
actors will be used.

Second, it is presumed that an agency has some extreme preference com-

pared to Congress. This claim, which is central in Ferejohn and Shipan's
article as well as in Spitzer's extension, is not elaborated. Board members or
2. Kiewiet and McCubbins's model primarily focuses on presidential veto power. See Carter
and Schap, Dearden and Husted, and Dearden and Schap for a different treatment of veto power
in the case of budgetary decision-making.

3. See also Spitzer, and Rose-Ackerman for comments on Ferejohn and Shipan's model.
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directors of agencies are appointed by the president with the approval of
Congress. If the policy preference of an agency depends on the views of these
officials, the agency's location in a one-dimensional policy space will be the
result of a bargaining process between the president and Congress. The outcome of such a process is a point in the bargaining set, which is equivalent to
the interval [L,P] with L and P as the ideal points of the median legislator and
the president respectively. In time, the location of an agency may shift away
from this set as preferences of the president and congressional representatives
change. However, new appointments or the replacement of executive appoin-

tees may reestablish a policy point between L and P. Thus, an extreme
position of an agency is not very likely, and, in this article, I will, therefore,

focus on cases in which the agency holds a much more moderate preference
for regulation.

Third, Ferejohn and Shipan work out only a model of agency policymaking, because they observe that "[r]elatively few governmental decisions
are directly mandated by legislative acts" (p. 3). However, they do not provide an explanation for the limited use of legislative directives. Comparing
outcomes of both models of policy formation, in this article, I may give an
answer.

The analysis suggests that the arrangement of agency policy-mak
not necessarily end in policies that are more distant to the median le
ideal point than are policies resulting from statutory policy-makin
agency's preference (A) falls between the president and the median l
as suggested above, the agency will implement a policy as close as pos
P and L. Committee preferences do not affect this outcome. Moreov

and L affect A's location, a regulatory policy will be adjusted to chang
preferences of Congress and the president. A statutory policy restr
opportunities to introduce a bill and, thus, a new policy. The gatek
power of the committee or presidential veto power may preclude le
initiatives, and fix a policy on a rather extreme point. Consequently, a

ry policy may substantially differ from the point most preferred by th

legislator. While statutory policy-making may induce "stability" of
ulatory policy, agency policy-making may guarantee Congress a polic
close to the preference of its median member.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, I develop a m

analyze regulatory policy-making. If a status quo is more closely loc
the preferences of the median legislator and the president, a two-thir

ity may not be formed to override a presidential veto. In that c

president will move last in a sequential decision-making process, wh

provide him with more power than when his veto can be overri
Section 3, I analyze the outcomes of agency policy-making and s

policy-making for the case of override-proof decision-making. In Sec
compare these outcomes and shed some light on the question of whet
legislature may benefit from statutory policy-making. I conclude the

with Section 5.
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2. Decision-making in a Presidential System
Let s denote a policy, which can be proposed by a player. The set of policies is
S, s E S, which will be represented with a one-dimensional policy space. All
players are assumed to have some preference for regulation. The preference of
player i can be represented with a utility function U,(-) defined over the
outcomes of decision-making or policies in S. These functions are assumed to
be identical for legislators.4 Furthermore, players have single-peaked and
symmetric preferences in S. The most preferred point of a player i in S is
called i's ideal point S*, which has the following property: U,(s*) > Ui(s) for
all s # s*, s E S.

Players are assumed to have full information about preferences and the
structure of the game, which allows them to anticipate future courses of
action. In addition, it is assumed that players prefer their decisions not to be
revised by others. This might be viewed as having some cost imposed on a
policy proposal that is not the final outcome of the decision-making process
(Ferejohn and Shipan). Finally, decisions are made sequentially, so we can use
the equilibrium concept of subgame perfectness.5

Ferejohn and Shipan as well as Spitzer analyzed a legislative process in
which a presidential veto can be overridden by Congress. In that case, it is
possible to form a two-thirds majority in favor of a proposal. However, for
some class of policies this may not be the case.
Suppose the legislature consists of five members with ideal points denoted

as L,, i E {1,2,3,4,5}, and locations as given in Figure 1. L3 is the median
legislator, who is decisive in a majority vote. In case of a two-thirds majority
vote, legislator L2 or legislator L4 is of importance, because two-thirds of the
ideal points in the legislature are found to the left or to the right of these
players (including their own vote). So, if a bill y = L2 is vetoed in favor of an
existing policy x < L2, the veto will be overruled, and the bill becomes the
new statutory policy.6 This also occurs if the status quo is a policy x > L4.
However, if the status quo is in the interval [L2,L4], none of the alternative
proposals is able to beat this policy in a two-thirds majority vote. An example
may clarify this point. Assume that the president vetoes a bill y = L3, which is

supported by a majority of the legislature. The existing policy is x = L2.
Legislators 1 and 2 prefer the status quo to L3, and they do not want to
override the veto. Legislators 3, 4, and 5 support the bill y = L3, but their
number is not sufficient to form a two-thirds majority. So, in this setting the
presidential veto cannot be overridden and the public policy remains L2. The
same holds for any other proposal introduced by the legislature given a status
4. This assumption avoids unnecessary complications of identifying the median committee
member or the median legislator for different values of the status quo.
5. A set of strategies is a subgame perfect (Nash) equilibrium if (i) it is an equilibrium for the

entire game, and (ii) the actions prescribed by the strategies are an equilibrium for every subgame. A subgame can be regarded as the remaining actions after any series of actions by the
players.
6. The question of how the existing policy or status quo is determined is dealt with in Section 3.
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In order to analyze override-proof decision-making, the status quo has to be
located in the interval [V,V']. In that case the legislature is not able to override
a veto if the president prefers the status quo to a new bill. Of course, if both
parties represent closely related values, the range of [V,V'] is small, and it is
not very likely that this interval contains the status quo. In a less homoge-

neous legislature, however, the range of [V,V'] is larger, and the case of
override-proof decision-making becomes much more important.

3. Override-proof Decision-making
3.1 Agency Policy-making
The first model to be analyzed is agency policy-making. Decision-making
now runs as follows: An agency implements a new policy, which is denoted as
x, x E S. This policy will become public policy if the legislature decides not to
initiate legislation. A committee of the legislature with jurisdiction over S
decides whether or not a bill will be introduced. If it does, the committee may
reformulate the proposed policy and submits a bill to the legislature.8 Congress, which is assumed to be a unicameral body, considers the committee
proposal under an "open" rule.9 Thus, amendments on the committee proposal are allowed, and the legislature votes on a final bill y. The committee as
well as Congress uses majority rule, so the median member in each of these
bodies is decisive. Following congressional action, the president may choose
to veto the bill. If he does, the agency proposal becomes the new public
policy. If he decides not to veto the bill, the congressional proposal will be

implemented. So, in case of agency policy-making, a public policy is the
result of a four-stage game in which the president moves last.10
The strategy of analysis is to keep P, V, A, and L fixed and to restrict the
ideal point of the agency to the interval [V, L]. 11 The ideal point of the median

committee member will be varied along the policy dimension S. Changing the
preference of the president from left to right, the following general cases are

8. If the committee does not reformulate the proposal of the agency, it agrees with the agency

given the preferences in Congress, and, then, there exists no incentive to initiate legislation. So,

only if the committee is able to improve its own position, will it start a process leading to
legislation.
9. In the literature there is discussion about whether the committee can affect the outcome of

decision-making under an "open" rule. The "traditional" argument is that the committee proposal is not relevant because the legislature may amend a bill to a more preferred point. However,

using a three-person case and a multidimensional policy space, Weingast demonstrates that if a
committee is allowed to bring forth an amendment in the nature of a substitute to a proposed bill
and a perfecting amendment to an amendment made by the floor, the proposal the legislature will

approve is closer to the committee preference than in the case where the committee only introduces a bill. For a one-dimensional policy space, as is used in this article, these cycling opportunities are not available and the median legislator determines the outcome.
10. These stages are also found in Ferejohn and Shipan and in Spitzer. The only difference is
that they allow the legislature to override a presidential veto.
11. Varying the ideal point of the median committee member along the policy dimension, the
ideal point of the agency can be restricted to the interval [V, L]. Note that cases for which C : L

and A E [L,V'] are strategically equivalent to those with C :> L and A E [V,Ll.
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investigated: P < A < L,12 V < A <P <L, and V < A <L <P. The
equilibriums for these different cases are derived in the Appendix.
The outcomes for P < A < L are presented in Figure 2a. In this figure, the
outcomes are given for different values of C, which are varied along the
horizontal axis. The vertical axis gives the equilibrium outcome on the policy
dimension S. The figure shows that C does not affect these outcomes. The
agency is always able to reach its most preferred policy A. The reason for this
is the noncentral preference of the president. So the best veto-proof policy the

median legislator L can choose is the agency's most preferred point.

The results for A < P < L are given in Figure 2b. Furthermore, it is
assumed that P > i(L + A).13 As the committee median moves from V to V',
the policy the agency proposes in equilibrium changes from A to P. A policy
P results if the median committee member is located to the right of the
president's ideal point. It indicates that the president can be rather influential,
especially when the committee primarily reflects values of the majority party.

The outcomes for A < L < P are presented in Figure 2c. Now, the equilibrium outcome shifts from A to L as committee composition changes. C
clearly affects the policy that will be implemented in equilibrium. The president's role is less direct, but the threat of a veto induces the agency to propose
the median legislator's most preferred point as the new public policy if C > L.
3.2 Statutory Policy-making
Agency policy-making presumes that an agency is not restricted by a statutory

policy. But, if such a policy does exist, how will it affect regulation?
A statutory policy is considered as a well-defined point along the policy
dimension S. Only the legislature is able to change this policy by introducing a
bill. An agency may suggest some alternative, but a proposal always has to

pass the legislature in order to become public policy. In this article, the
following sequence is used for statutory policy-making: In the first stage, the
committee considers whether or not it will introduce legislation. If the com-

mittee keeps its gates closed, the public policy will not be changed. If the
committee decides to introduce legislation, a bill x, x E S, will be proposed
and submitted to the legislature. In the second stage, Congress considers the
committee proposal under an "open" rule, and puts a final bill y to the vote.
The president may veto the bill in the third stage. If he does, nothing will
change, and the public policy remains the same. If the president decides not to

12. This case consists of the following two cases, which are strategically equivalent: P < V <
A <Land V < P <A <L.

13. If P S i(L + A), the relationship between C and x becomes discontin
If the committee median shifts away from A and passes the ideal point
equilibrium outcome jumps from x = A to x = P. Then a small change of c
has a substantial effect on the outcome of policy-making. Now, the me
agency have a strong incentive to affect committee composition in or
favorable outcome.
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use his veto power, the congressional proposal becomes the new public policy.
So, for statutory policy-making public policies are the result of a three-stage
game.

As for agency policy-making, we analyze override-proof decision-making.
So, the existing policy, sq, is assumed to be located in the interval [V,V'].
The strategy of analysis is to keep V, P, L, and C fixed and vary the status quo

along the policy dimension. The following general cases will be distinguished: C < P < L, P < C < L, and P < L < C.14 As indicated, the policy
preference of an agency does not play a role in this setting. The different cases

of statutory policy-making are solved in the Appendix.5s The equilibrium
outcomes are presented in Figure 3. Note that the location of the existing
statutory policy sq is varied along the horizontal axis instead of the committee

median C.

The results for the case C < P < L are given in Figure 3a. The extreme
committee does not release a bill and thus keeps its gates closed if the statutory policy is found in the interval [(2C - L),L]. Outside this interval, a new

policy will be proposed that is equivalent to the median legislator's most
preferred point. Note that the discontinuity at (2C - L) is a result of the
committee's gatekeeping behavior.
The equilibrium outcomes for P < C < L are provided in Figure 3c. Now,
the committee's view is more closely related to the median legislator's ideal
point. The committee does not initiate legislation if the existing statutory
policy is located in the interval [P, L]. In all other cases, the committee will
propose a bill that leads to a public policy L or one that is as close as possible
to the median legislator's ideal point. Deviations from L, as are shown in the

figure, are a result of the veto power of the president. If (2P - L) < sq < P,
the median legislator's most preferred policy is not in the set of veto-proof

policies. His best choice is p(sq), which is the president's point of indifference to sq.
The outcomes for the last case of statutory policy-making-that is, P < L

< C-are presented in Figure 3c. Given C's location to the right of the
median legislator, the median committee member is able to pull the equilibrium outcome away from L as the status quo moves toward (2C - L). In
equilibrium the committee keeps its gates closed and thus preserves the status

quo if ssq E [P,(2C - L)]. The discontinuity at (2C - L) is the result of the
committee's behavior in the legislative process. If sq > (2C - L), the committee releases a bill, and a policy x = L will be approved. For sq E [V, P),
the committee also decides to introduce legislation.

14. Given their symmetry, the following cases are strategically equivalent to the ones ana-

lyzed: L <P < C, L< C <P, and C <L <P.

15. In the Appendix as well as in Figure 3 the values of (2C - L) and (2P - L) are assumed to

be such that their corresponding equilibrium outcomes are not comer solutions. However, if, for
instance, (2C - L) < V if we use the regime C < P < L (see Figure 3a), the comer solution for a

statutory policy equivalent to V will be Ssq instead of x = L.
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4. Comparison
The equilibrium outcomes of statutory policy-making and agency policymaking are compared in Figure 4. The results are presented for the three
different cases of agency policy-making.

4.1 Regime I: P < A < L
The equilibrium outcomes of both models for the regime P < A < L are given
in Figure 4a. C is varied along the horizontal axis. The values of Ssq and A are
held constant, and they are assumed to be equivalent. Under these circum-

stances, agency policy-making appears to lead to the same equilibrium outcomes as statutory policy-making. The public policy on regulation will be A
= sq, independently of C's location. So, the introduction of detailed policy
guidelines seems to be superfluous, and the legislature can control regulation
equally well when the agency has discretion to determine its policies.
However, this observation depends on the location of s,q. As Ssq moves
toward L, a statutory policy becomes more attractive to the median legislator
than leaving discretion to the agency. On the other hand, if the existing
statutory policy is located to the left of A, the legislature will prefer agency
policy-making.16 The largest deviation from L occurs if Ss is equivalent to V.
Then, the president preserves the statutory policy V, which is less attractive to
L than the outcome of agency policy-making. So, Congress may want to use

statutory policy-making only if ssq has some favorable value. But such a
conditional use of statutory policy-making is not possible, since the legislature
does not control the location of the existing policy in advance.

4.2 Regime II: A < P < L
The equilibrium outcomes for the regime of A < P < L are presented in
Figure 4b. It is assumed that P < i(L + A)17 and A = Ssq. Now, committee
composition appears to have an effect on policies, and the two models of
policy formation lead to different outcomes. The median legislator may benefit from statutory policy-making if two conditions are fulfilled: (i) the committee median must be to the right of P, and (ii) the existing statutory policy has

to have a value not equal to p.18 This, however, does not imply that the
legislature is able to reach these outcomes. First, Congress has to control
committee composition. If this is not the case, and C takes a more extreme

position, a less favorable outcome may occur. An example is the case for
which C - P and A < s,. Then, the equilibrium policy for statutory policy16. This is a result of presidential veto power. Because P is located to the left of Ssq (and A),
the best policy the legislature can pick is the existing statutory policy if Ssq E [V,L].

17. Now the relationship between C and x is discontinuous. See also note 13.
18. Note that the extent to which statutory policy-making is beneficial to L varies with the
extent to which ssq deviates from P. Furthermore, two situations can be distinguished. (i) If ssq <

P, the median legislator is able to approve a new policy p(Ss). Ifp(ssq) 2 L, the outcome will be
L. (ii) If ss > P, the median legislator is able to preserve the status quo policy, which is closer to
L than the outcome of agency policy-making. If sq > L, the committee will propose the median
legislator's ideal point as the new public policy.
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making is more distant from L than A, the equilibrium outcome of agency
policy-making. Second, the results of statutory policy-making depend on the

location of s.q, which is exogenously determined. If both the committee

median and the existing statutory policy are found at the same side of L, the
committee will keep its gates closed, and the policy will not change. So, if a
committee prevents a policy change, the statutory policy may be more distant
from L than the outcome of agency policy-making.

4.3 Regime II1: A < L < P
The equilibrium outcomes of both models of policy formation forA < L < P

are given in Figure 4c. The outcome of these models differ only if C E
(2(L + A),L). Then, statutory policy-making leads to a policy L, while agency
policy-making ends in c(L), which is the median committee member's point of
indifference to L. For all other values of C, the outcomes of statutory policymaking are equivalent to those of agency policy-making.
Again, this conclusion depends on the value of sq. If, for instance, sq = L,
the equilibrium policy remains L, and the legislature clearly favors statutory
policy-making. Moreover, Congress is able to preserve this policy against any
proposal from the committee. On the other hand, if sq = P, statutory policymaking leads to a policy P, because of the threat of a presidential veto. This
outcome is less attractive to the median legislator than the outcome of agency

policy-making.
5. Conclusion

The analysis in this article indicates that the outcomes of statutory policy
making are not necessarily more attractive to Congress than the results o
agency policy-making. In addition, the outcomes of these two models depen
on different parameters that affect the extent to which the equilibrium pol
approaches the ideal point of the median legislator.
For statutory policy-making, the equilibrium policy is determined by the

existing statutory policy sq and the preferences of the president and the
median committee member. Depending on the location of Sq, the committ
and the president can be regarded as watchdogs, who preserve the existin
policy against any change. Only when the committee and the president pref

a new bill to the status quo, will a new policy be introduced. As a cons

quence, an extreme committee may block new initiatives from reaching t
legislative agenda, even when both Congress and the president prefer a poli
change. The president may also prevent legislative action if the statutory
policy is located between his ideal point and the ideal points of the median
committee member and the median legislator. Then, the committee will n
introduce a bill because of the threat of a presidential veto. Legislation will b
introduced as soon as the committee and Congress prefer a veto-proof polic
to the status quo. The new statutory policy will be a veto-proof policy that
as close as possible to the median legislator's ideal point, which is not nece
sarily equivalent to L. So, if statutory policy-making is used, the introductio
of a new policy closer to the political views of Congress critically depends o
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the existing policy, committee preferences, and the president's opinion on
regulation.
If agency policy-making is used, the agency selects a policy from the set of
alternatives the committee prefers to the veto-proof outcome of a legislative
process. The equilibrium policy may differ substantially from the ideal point
of the median legislator if the agency has a rather extreme preference-that is,
when the agency's ideal point is found outside the interval [P, L]. A necessary

condition for such an outcome is an extreme committee preference that sup-

ports the agency's position-in terms of our model, C < i(L + A). So, the
agency has to "capture" the committee in order to implement a policy that
differs substantially from P or L. If this condition is not fulfilled, and the
committee does not share the agency's view, the policies in equilibrium will
be equivalent to P or L.
For most agencies, however, a more moderate preference is expected. If the
agency's position is the result of bargaining between the president and Congress, as noted earlier, its ideal point will be found in the interval [P,L].
Then, the equilibrium policy will be equivalent to A. Congress as well as the
president now have a clear interest in affecting the agency's ideal point, and
conflict about appointments and budget appropriations can be seen as a result
of efforts to change A's location.
For these less extreme agency preferences, the main parameter that determines the outcome of agency policy-making is A. Congress may affect this
point to some extent using its ability to control the agency's budget, to start
oversight hearings, and to approve appointments of key officials. So, the
arrangement of agency policy-making can be at least as effective as the intro-

duction of detailed policy guidelines in reaching an outcome close to L.
Moreover, if agency policy-making is used, Congress also prevents a committee or the president from blocking future policy change.19
The analysis also provides some other interesting observations. First, the
veto power of the president has a substantial effect on policy-making. If the
existing policy is located between P and L, the threat of a presidential veto
prevents the introduction of new legislation and a change of the regulatory
policy. Using agency policy-making, veto power may induce the agency to
implement a policy equivalent to the president's ideal point if the agency has
an extreme preference that is not supported by the committee.
Second, a change of presidency may lead to substantial policy changes,
especially when the committee supports the view of the majority party.20 All
other things being equal, outcomes may shift away from A, which is the
equilibrium policy for P < A < L, to P if the president's successor is a more
moderate candidate with a preference closer to the median legislator (regime

19. This also implies that if a statutory policy exists, an extreme committee can be an effective

means to protect the policy against new initiatives. Veto power of the president is expected to be
less effective, because it depends on the limited presidential term of office.

20. In this respect the model may give an alternative explanation for policy changes noted by
Moe.
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I), or to L if a majority candidate comes into office (regime II). See also
Figure 4. If a statutory policy exists, and P < sq < L, the policy may change
to p(sq) for a more moderate successor [ifp(sq) < L], or will be reformulated
to L for a majority candidate. It also indicates that the existence of a statutory
policy does not imply that it will be preserved by the legislature. These policy
changes can be smoothed out if the committee becomes "captured" by the
agency or has a preference that is closely related to values of the minority
party.

Third, the effect of committee composition on the equilibrium outcome is
sometimes small or even nonexistent (see also Ferejohn and Shipan). If agency policy-making is used, committee composition does not affect the equilibrium outcome anymore if C - L or C < A. Only if the committee is located
between A and L does a small change of C's value have an immediate effect on
the equilibrium policy. If statutory policy-making is used, a committee plays a
much more important role. Only the committee may suggest a policy change
by introducing legislation. It can block any new initiative from reaching the
formal agenda. Consequently, a rather extreme preference of the median
member'can lead to a substantial difference between the current policy and the
preferences of the president and Congress.
The results also suggest that statutory policy-making is not necessarily
more attractive than agency policy-making to secure a policy agreement of a
legislative coalition. It also allows the legislature to deviate from an existing

policy. Only if the committee or the president prefers the status quo to the

outcome of a legislative process will the original policy agreement be pre-

served. However, if sq < P and C > P, a statute does not appear to be an
obstacle for legislative action and the approval of a new policy. This change
can be even more substantial than a change that would have occurred if agency
policy-making were used.2' So, also from this perspective, a legislative coalition does not need to prefer statutory policy-making as a way to secure future
benefits. Allowing the agency to work out a policy that will be reviewed by
the legislature might be at least as attractive.
The results and implications of this article are limited in the sense that only
outcomes of override-proof decision-making are analyzed. For this class of

cases the values of A or sq are restricted to the interval [V,V']. Although
override-proof decision-making is very likely for heterogeneous legislatures,
cases exist in which a presidential veto can be overridden. Some of these more
extreme cases are elaborated in Ferejohn and Shipan and in Spitzer. In addition, the analysis in this article builds on assumptions of full information and a

one-dimensional policy space. If these assumptions are relaxed, both models
of policy formation may lead to different outcomes, which are not elaborated.
So, also in this respect I cover a limited case.

21. IfA < P < L andA = sq, the new policy for statutory policy-making isx = p(s.q) ifp(sq)
< L, and x = P for agency policy-making. A change from Ssq to p(Ssq) is, of course, more
substantial than the one from Ssq to P. See also Figure 4b.
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Appendix
A.1 Agency Policy-making
Case 1. P < A < L and V < A.

a. C < P < A < L: Define p(x) as P's point of indifference to x. As lo
x E [V,V'], a two-thirds majority in the legislature is not able to ove
presidential veto. The president's decision whether or not to veto a b
therefore, be regarded as the last stage of this game.
In the fourth stage, the president must decide whether or not to vet
[x,p(x)], then Up(y) = Up(x) (in case of indifference, it is assumed th
president will not use his veto power). In that case he will not veto t
In the third stage, L must choose y. If x > P, then p(x) < P. If y < x
policy y will not be vetoed. Otherwise x will be the result. So, L's best

is to pick y = min{x,L}. If x < P (and x > V), then p(x) > P. A sim

argument shows that L's best choice is y = min{p(x),L}, which will no
vetoed.

In the second stage, C chooses whether or not to introduce legislation.
If C does, L will pick a veto-proof bill y = min{x,L} when x > P, or y =
min{p(x), L} when x < P. C introduces a bill if Uc(y) > Uc(x). Ifx > P, then

Uc(y) > Uc(x) when x > L, and a bill is introduced. If x < L, Uc(y) = Uc(x)
and C will not release a bill. If x < P, then y = min{p(x), L} and Uc(x) >
Uc(y) because C < P. In this case, C will not introduce legislation.
In the first stage, A must choose a policy x. Because A > P and A < L, A

will pick x = A.
b. P < C < A < L: Again, if y E [x,p(x)], the president will not veto the
bill. In the third stage, L's best choice is to pick y = min{x, L} when x > P

and y = min{p(x),L} when x < P (and x > V).
In the second stage, C decides whether or not to introduce legislation. C
introduces a bill if Uc(y) > Uc(x), which occurs in the following two cases:

(i) if x > P and x > L, then the legislature will accept the bill y = L, and
because C < L and x > L, the committee introduces a bill; or (ii) ifx < P, the

legislative result will be y = min{p(x),L}, and Uc(y) > Uc(x) because C > P.
The committee accepts the agency's policy if x > P and x - L. Then, y = x,

and Uc(y) = Uc(x). Now, C will not release a bill.
In the first stage, A must choose a policy x. Because A > P and A < L, A

will pick x = A.
c. P < A < C < L: The argument for this case is similar to Case lb. Again,

A can choose a policy x = A, because A > P and A < L.
d. P < A < L < C: Up to the second stage, the argument is similar to Case
lb.

In the second stage, C decides whether or not to introduce legislation. C
introduces a bill ifx < P. The legislative outcome will be y = min{p(x), L},
which is preferred to x by the median committee member, because C > P.
The committee accepts the agency's policy in the following cases: (i) ifx > P
and x > L, the introduction of a bill will lead to y = L, which is less preferred

than x because C > L; or (ii) if x > P and x < L, then if the committee

initiates legislation, the policy will become y = x, to which C is indifferent.
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In the first stage, A will pick x = A, because A > P and A < L. The

committee will not release a bill.

Case2. V < A <P <L.

a. C < A < P < L and V < A: p(x) is P's point of indiffe
Similarly, c(y) is defined as C's point of indifference to y.
In the fourth stage, the president must decide whether or not
[x,p(x)], the bill will not be vetoed.

In the third stage, L must choose y. If x > P, then p(x) < P. If
policy y will not be vetoed. So, L's best choice is to pick y = min

P, then p(x) > P, and L chooses y = min{p(x),L}, which is a
proposal.

In the second stage, C chooses whether or not to introduce leg
does, L will decree a veto-proof bill. Legislation will be introdu

following cases: (i) if x > P and x > L (and x V'), or (ii) ifx
c(y) (and, of course, x > V). In both cases, the outcome of
process is closer to the median committee member's ideal p
policy of the agency; thus, Uc(y) > Uc(x). If x ' P and x L,

Uc(y), because the proposal of the legislature is equivalent to th

policy. If x < P and x - c(y), then Uc(x) > Uc(y), and no
released by the committee.

In thefirst stage, A must choose a policy x. Because A < P and
ideal point is to the right of c(y), and A can pick the policy x
b. V<A <C<P<L:

I

I

V

-I

c(L)

A

I

I

C

P

I

L

The

decisions made in the
Case 2a. Note that if x

in

C

<

P.

If

x

<

P

and

x

-

c

In the first stage, A mus
pass the veto-proof policy
Now, the best policy the a

for

this

than
If

y

A

=

In

x

case

-

c(y),

p(x),

that

A

if

the

P

the

>

<

depends

equilibriu

i(L

+

c. V<A<P<C<L:

I

V

P

veto-proof

which

general,

=

is

c(y).

I

A

P

I

C

I

L
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For decision-making in the fourth and third stages, see Case 2a.
In the second stage, C chooses whether or not to introduce legislation. Note
that C > P. So, the committee will introduce a bill if (i) x > P and x > L (and

x < V'), or (ii) x < P. Now, the veto-proof policy p(x) will be closer to the
ideal point of the median committee member than x, because C > P. If x > P
and x ' L, Uc(x) = Uc(y). The best veto-proof proposal of the median
legislator is equivalent to the agency's policy, and the committee will not

introduce a bill.

In the first stage, A proposes a policy x. Note that A < P. So, the best
policy the agency can propose is x = P, which is the equilibrium outcome.

Any other proposal x < P will lead to a legislative process leading to an
outcome that is less preferred than x = P.

d. V < A < P <L < C: This case is equivalent to Case 2c, except that if
x > L the committee will not introduce a bill. However, given A < P, these
proposals, which do not lead to legislation, are not the agency's best choice.

Again, the agency will pick x = P.
Case 3. V < A < L < P.

a. C < A < L < P and V < A: p(x) is P's point of indifferenc

Similarly, c(y) is defined as C's point of indifference to y.
In the fourth stage, if y E [x,p(x)], the president will not veto th
which becomes the new statutory policy.

In the third stage, L must choose y. If x > P, then p(x) < P, an
choosey = max{p(x),L}. If x < P, his best choice is y = max{x,L},

a veto-proof bill.
In the second stage, C chooses whether or not to introduce legislati

does, y will become the new policy. The committee releases a bi
following cases: (i) if x > P (and, of course, x < V'), or (ii) ifx < P
c(y) (and x ' V). In both cases, the veto-proof bill, which will

legislature, is preferred to a policy of the agency. The committee wi
the new policy of the agency if x < P and x ' c(y), which has the fo
cases: (i) x < L, then y = L, but this statutory policy is less preferred t

the median committee member; and (ii) x 2 L, then y = x, other

policy proposed by the median legislator is not a veto-proof policy.
In the first stage, A must choose its optimal policy x. Because A <
C, and A < L [and, thus, A > c(L)], A is able to propose its ideal poin

new policy; thus, x = A.
b. V <A < C <L <P:

I

V
The

A

I

I

c(L)

I

C

decisions

L

I

P

made

in

the

in Case 3a.

In the first stage the agency has to propose a policy. Note that A < P, and
the committee will accept its proposal if x - c(L). If A < c(L), the agency's
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best choice is to pick the policy x = c(L). If A - c(L), the agency can propose

x = A. So, the equilibrium outcome is a policy x = max{c(L),A}.
c. V<A <L < C <P:

I

V

I

I

A

L

t-

C

I

c(L)

I

P

For decision-making in
In the second stage, C h
The committee will intr
x

<

L.

In

policy

both

x.

If

cases

x

<

P

the

and

proposal for the median
committee will not intro

In

the

first

stage,

A

pr

A <PandA <L.

d. V < A < L < P < C: Up to the second stage, the argum
Case 3a.

In the second stage, the committee will not introduce a bill if (i) x > P and

x S c(L), or (ii) x < P and x > L.

In the first stage, the agency chooses its optimal policy. Because A < L, the

agency picks x = L.
A.2 Statutory Policy-making

Case 4. C < P < L and V < ss V'.

a. V < Ssq < (2C - L):

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

V sq (2C-L) C P L p(sq) V'
Define p(ssq) as P's point of indifference

tion, we must work backward, as for agen

(2C - L), p(s,q) = L.

In the third stage, the president must deci

If y E [sq,p(ssq)], he weakly prefers th

indifference, it is assumed that the presid

In the second stage, L must choose y.

< P and ssq < (2C - L), so p(s,q) > L.

legislator is thus in the set of veto-proof

legislature is able to choose y = L.

In the first stage, C decides whether or
does, L will pick the veto-proof bill y = L
the status quo is weakly preferred to the
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Uc(y). (In case of indifference, the committee is assumed to keep its gate

closed.) Given sq < (2C- L), the committee will start a legislative process,
and it successfully proposes x = L as the new statute.

b. (2C - L) ' sq < P:

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

V (2C - L) sq C P L p(sq) V'

In the third stage, the president vetoes a bi

In the second stage, L has to choose y

pending on the value ofp(sq), the median
This bill will not be vetoed by the preside
In the first stage, C has to make up his

L will amend it to y = min{p(ss),L}. B

or Uc(ssq) > Uc(L). So the committee will n
the statutory policy remains Ssq.

c. P - ssq < L: Again, the set of veto-pr
second stage, L will pick a bill y = sq. Beca
- P, this veto-proof policy is as close as po
ideal point.
In the first stage, C decides whether or n
Because the legislature will change any pr
committee will not introduce legislation.

d. L < sq < V': This case is comparable

median legislator is able to propose his ide
over, C prefers this policy to the status q
will initiate legislation and proposes a new

Case 5. P < C < L and V < sq < V'.
a. V < sq (2P - L):

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

V Ssq (2P-L) P C L p (sq) V'

Note that Sq - (2P - L), so p(Ssq) will be to the rig

sq = (2P - L), p(s,) = L.

In the third stage, the president decides whether or not to veto the bill. If

y E [sq',p(ssq)], he will not use his veto power.
In the second stage, L must choose y. Because sq - (2P - L), p(5sq) L.
So, the median legislator will pick y = L as a veto-proof bill.
In thefirst stage, the median committee member decides whether or not to
introduce a bill. If C does, L amends the proposal to y = L. If C keeps its gate

closed, no legislative process will be started, and the policy remains un-

changed. Because C > P and sq < (2P - L), Uc(L) > Uc(sq). So, C will
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introduce a new bill, which will be x = L. This new policy will be approved
by the legislature and avoids a presidential veto.

b. (2P - L) < sq < P: The set of veto-proof bills again is [Sq, p(Ssq)]. Ssq
> (2P - L), so p(sq) < L, which implies that in the second stage the median

legislator no longer can pick y = L. Because Sq < P and, therefore, p(Ss) >
P, the best policy that can be chosen is y = P(sq).
In thefirst stage, the committee can choose from {sq,p(Ssq)}. Because C >

P, the committee decides to introduce legislation and proposes x = p(sq).
c. P C SSq ? L: This case is comparable to Case 5b. The only difference is

that sq > P, so p(ssq) < P. The best veto-proof policy the legislature can
approve is y = p(sq).
In thefirst stage, the committee decides not to introduce legislation because

C > P and, therefore, Uc(p(Ssq)) > Uc(ssq). The policy thus remains 5sq.
d. L < ssq < V: Now the ideal point of the median legislator is in the set of
veto-proof bills. So, in the second stage the legislature will propose y = L.
In the first stage, the committee decides whether or not to initiate legislation. If it does, the outcome will be L. Because ssq > L, the committee will
introduce a bill x = L.

Case 6. P < L < C and V < sq < V'.
a. V < Sq (2P - L): This case is similar to Case 5a. The committee will
introduce a veto-proof bill x = L, which will be approved by the legislature.

b. (2P - L) < sq < P: This case is similar to Case 5b. The committee will

propose a bill x = p(sq).
c. P < ssq - (2C - L): Note that at (2C - L), Uc(x) = Uc(L). The set of

veto-proof bills is [Ssqp(sq)]. ssq > P, so p(Ssq) P.

In the second stage, the legislature will approve a policy y = min{sq,L}. If
sq < L, the bill will be y = sq. If sq > L, the median legislator will propose
y =L.

In thefirst stage, the committee decides whether or not it will release a

If the committee does, the outcome is y = min{Ssq,L}. Because C > L
C : (2C - L), the best the committee can do is to keep its gate closed

hold on to the existing statutory policy sq. If S,q - L, this policy is equiv
to the median legislator's choice. If Ssq > L, the committee prefers the st

quo to y = L, because ssq > L and sq ' (2C - L).
d. (2C - L) < sq < V'.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

V p(ssq) (2P - L) P L C (2C-L) s q V'

Given the set of veto-proof proposals [p(sq),ssq], the legisla
pose a bill y = L in the second stage. This proposal is in [p(ssq

s,q > L and L > P.

In the first stage, the committee makes its move. If C intr

tion, the new statutory policy will be y = L. Because sq >
> Uc(ssq). So, the committee decides to release a bill, whic
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